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From Reliability to Safety
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 The same failure mode of a function will have different 
consequences at the system level.

 A valve is controlled. The valve control function fails at 
‚stuck at‘ failure mode and so the valve can not be 
opened.



From Reliability to Safety II
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 However, we need to seperate functions which are critical because 
their failure means reduced availability from those that mean loss 
of lives or severe danger. The latter is of public interest, the former 
more of a performance gain.

 Safety is about

 Assessing the risk of those failures (similar to reliability) and the tolerated 
risk → setting a target risk reduction

 Proposing risk reduction based on computer architecture, design, V+V and 
processes (different to reliability since not every architecture might be 
allowed)

 Realizing a proposed system based on the proposed architecture and 
showing (proving) that the actual designed-in risk reduction meets the target 
risk reduction

 Functional safety is concerned with the risk reduction of a specific 
(computer implemented) function.



Motivation
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 Therac 25 (1985-87, N. America) radiation therapy machine:
severe radiation overdose caused by software failure

 Ariane 5 (1996) software exception causes self-destruct

 Links

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_software_bugs

 http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks

 http://www.csl.sri.com/users/neumann/illustrative.html

 http://wwwzenger.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/persons/huckle/bugse.html

 http://page.mi.fu-berlin.de/prechelt/swt2/node36.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_software_bugs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_software_bugs
http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks
http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks
http://www.csl.sri.com/users/neumann/illustrative.html
http://www.csl.sri.com/users/neumann/illustrative.html
http://wwwzenger.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/persons/huckle/bugse.html
http://wwwzenger.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/persons/huckle/bugse.html
http://page.mi.fu-berlin.de/prechelt/swt2/node36.html
http://page.mi.fu-berlin.de/prechelt/swt2/node36.html


Hazards and Harm
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Hazard
potential source of harm. Hazard is a system state resulting from a 
failure.
[Guide 51 ISO/IEC:1990]

Harm
physical injury or damage to the health of people either directly or 
indirectly as a result of damage to property or to the environment
[ISO/IEC Guide 51:1990 (modified)]

fault failure hazard harm



Hazards and Harm II
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 Hazard is a widely used term and means „dangerous state of a 
computer system“ to us. Hazard may cause harm by the occurance 
of

 a mishap (e.g. MIL-STD-882D)

 an accident

 a hazardous event

 We will use the term harm and hazardous event here but different 
domains, standards or best practices might use different terms 
which all refer to a similar situation: a hazard is there (property of 
the system) → the hazard can be activated → a hazardous event 
may happen → the hazardous event may cause harm.



Hazards
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hazardous 
event

(IM)
 computer function
 dangerous failure

(HE)
 Controlled equipment

T/T
e.g.Human

hazard

 Hazards can be active or inactive (but they are always there if not 
designed out). Hazard activation depends on the interdependence 
of

 Initiating Mechanism (IM) – e.g. a computer function that fails

 Hazardous Element (HE) – e.g. a system that stores electrical energy

 Target and Threat (T/T) – e.g. a human working close to the system

 If either one is not present the hazard can not be activated.

harm

Risk



Risk
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Risk
a measure of the probability and consequence (harm) of a specified 
hazardous event

Tolerable Risk
determined on a societal basis and involves consideration of societal 
and political factors (the tolerable risk for running nuclear power plant 
changed recently – but not the probability of failure!)

Residual Risk
risk remaining after protective measures have been taken

Risk assessment is necessary to phrase the missing safety 
requirements for the requirements specification.



Risk and Risk Reduction (IEC61508)
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EUC (from IEC61508):
System under control
E/E/PE (from IEC61508): 
Electrical/electronic/programmable 
electronic system

Source: 
IEC61508

How to reduce risk?



Published Tolerated Risk
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 Probability for nuclear meltdown: < 10-5 pa (IAEA)

 Probability of larger amounts of radiation in case of an accident: 
<< 10-6 pa (IAEA)

 Civil aviation:

 Catastrophic event: < 10-9 ph

 Dangerous event: < 10-7 ph

 Other important flight operations: < 10-5 ph

 Railway interlocking systems (Deutsche Bahn): < 10-9 per setting



Safety and Functional Safety
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Safety
is the freedom from unacceptable risk of physical injury or of damage 
to the health of people, either directly as a result of damage to 
property or to the environment

Functional safety (computer controlled safety)
is part of the overall safety that depends on a system or equipment 
operating correctly in response to its inputs

According to IEC61508: Part of the overall safety relating to the 
equipment and its associated control system which depends on the 
correct functioning of electrical, electronic and programmable 
electronic safety-related systems……”.

Overall Safety = Non-functional Safety + Functional Safety



Safety-critical and Safety-related Systems
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 The term ‘safety-related’ applies to any hardwired or programmable 
system where a failure, singly or in combination with other 
failures/errors, could lead to death, injury or environmental 
damage.

 ‘Safety-critical’ has tended to be used where failure alone, of the 
equipment in question, leads to a fatality or increase in risk to 
exposed people.

 ‘Safety-related’ has a wider context in that it includes equipment in 
which a single failure is not necessarily critical whereas coincident 
failure of some other item leads to the hazardous consequences.
-> we will use the term safety-related here



Safety Standards
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 Today more and more the devices and products dedicated to the 
safety of machinery incorporate complex and programmable 
electronic systems. 

 Due to the complexity of the programmable electronic systems it is 
in practice difficult to determine the behavior of such safety device 
in the case of a fault.

 Therefore the standard IEC/EN 61508 with the title “Functional 
safety of electrical/electronic/ programmable electronic safety-
related systems” provides a new approach by considering the 
reliability of safety functions.

 It is a basic safety standard for the industry and in the process 
sectors.



Software Safety and Reliability Standards
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 General/Industrial: IEC 61508 – Safety Integrity Level (SIL 1-4)

 Automotive: ISO CD 26262 – Automotive Safety Integrity Level 
(ASIL A-D)

 Aviation: DO178B(C) – Design Assurance Level (DAL E-A)

 Rail: EN 50126/50128/50129 – Safety Integrity Level (SIL 1- 4)

 Healthcare: IEC 62304 (Class A-C)



Safety Function and Safety Integrity Level (SIL)
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Safety Function
function to be implemented on a controller which is intended to 
achieve or maintain a safe state in respect of a specific hazardous 
event (IEC61508 uses hazardous event)

Safety Integrity 
probability that a required safety function is satisfactorily performed 
under all the stated conditions within a stated period of time 

fault
(defect) of 

resource being 
used (systematic, 

random)

failure 
(function 

deviates from 
spec, SIL)

hazardous 
event

Safety function 

Safety function
 dangerous failure

Controlled equipment

Target (e.g.Human)

hazard



Safety Integrity Level (SIL)
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IEC 61508 considers two modes of safety function operation:

high demand or continous mode
the frequency of demands (safety function requests) is greater than 
one per year or greater than twice the proof check frequency (test 
interval – system considered as new afterwards)

Think of a safety function that calculates a specific result on a 
microprocessor (on failure of the safety function a wrong result is 
communicated immediately which may activate the hazard)

low demand mode
the frequency of demands no greater than one per year and no 
greater than twice the proof test frequency

Think of a safety function requested on a specific event only (e.g. a 
sensor input). The failure of the safety function has no immediate 
impact on hazard activation. 



Safety Integrity Level (SIL) II
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 Probability of failure per hour – PFH (rate since hazard may be 
active immediately after failure)

 Probability of failure on demand – PFD (dimension less since 
hazardous state is measured against number of demands)

Source: 
IEC61508



Safety Assessment in Requirements Analysis
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 Identify failure modes as in reliability analysis to get safety function

 What are the hazards?

 FTA – do system level to discover root causes of hazardous failures

 Link those root causes (events) to function failure modes and their effects 
(FMEA)

 The safety function is that function which may activate a hazard on failure 
(malfunction or not executed)

 Safety Integrity

 Quality of the safety function (SIL)

 Derived with qualitative Methods (PHA, FMEA), Quantitative Methods (Risk 
assessment and risk reduction), Marketing (competitor analysis)

 Response time
 Every safety function comes with a real-time performance requirement



Qualtitative Risk Assessment
- Risk Graph for a specific Hazardous Event -
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Source: 
IEC61508



Quantitative Risk Assessment
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Risk = Probability x Consequence

What is the frequency of the hazardous event (rate, probability)?, 
what are the consequences (harm)?

Source: 
Smith, Functional Safety

Catastrophic
Critical
Marginal
Negligible



Quantitative Risk Assessment II
- from IEC61508 -
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Source: 
IEC61508



Quantitative Risk Assessment
- Example -
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The maximum tolerated risk of an overpressure condition to result in 
an explosion is 10-5 pa (society, discussions).
10-2 of the overpressure conditions under investigation lead to an 
explosion.

From an FTA we know that the system as built today fails at 2 x 10-1 
pa. A failure is due to a failure in the pressure control function.

(a) Do we need additional protection? Set consequence=1;

(b) What quality (failure rate, etc.) must an additional safety system 
have if mandatory?



Quantitative Risk Assessment Example
- see Whiteboard -
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Preliminary Hazard Analyis (PHA)
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 Input: design knowledge, hazard knowledge, preliminary hazard 
list, system hazardous events

 Output: hazards, hazardous events, causes, safety functions, 
mitigation methods, safety requirements



PHA Example
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 FTA helps do discover events that could activate
hazards in application system

 Event in FTA is linked to failure mode(s) of our 
system functions

 Isolate failure modes and identify the safety 
function



Preliminary Hazard Analyis (PHA)
- Safety Integrity and Response Time -
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 Time: Depends on application → fault response time

 SIL: could feed hazardous event into qualitative analysis, 
quantitative more difficult



Software Hazard Analysis Guideline
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Source: 
Software Safety Hazard 
Analysis, J. Lawrence, LBLL 

 Software Hazard 
Analysis guidline 
(what can go wrong) 
prepared by Lawrence 
Berkeley Livermore 
Lab (LBLL)

 Quality = requirement 
category in figure

 Document available 
online



Safe Failure Fraction (SFF)
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 Failure (this is the same failure rate as in the last lecture) can 
happen in a safe or dangerous way. Detection mechanisms are 
software enabled in the context of complex systems (involving 
microcomputers).

 SFF=1−
λdu
λ total

;λtotal=λdu+λdd λ su+λ sd



Architectures I
- Fail-safe and Fail-operational -
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Safety function

Protection Systems
(on demand <1/a)

Control and 
Monitoring Systems

(continous)

safe=OFF
de-energized
fail-safe
fail-off

Protection Systems
(on demand <1/a)

safe=OFF safe=ON

degraded
fully

 operational



Architectures II
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Source: 
Goble, Safety instrumented 
systems verification: 
practical probabilistic 
calculation



Architectures III
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Source: 
IEC61508

 Besides providing a specific quality (failure rate) a safety function 
must be hosted by a specific architecture in context of IEC 61508

 Besides architecture constraints also specific fault detection 
mechanisms must be realized by the final design. This is expressed 
by the safe failure fraction (SFF)



Architectures IV
- 1oo1 -
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Source: 
Goble, Safety instrumented 
systems verification: 
practical probabilistic 
calculation



Architectures V
- 1oo2 -
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Source: 
Goble, Safety instrumented 
systems verification: 
practical probabilistic 
calculation



Architectures VI
- 1oo1 D-
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Source: 
Goble, Safety instrumented 
systems verification: 
practical probabilistic 
calculation



Architectures VII
- 2oo3 -
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Source: 
Goble, Safety instrumented 
systems verification: 
practical probabilistic 
calculation



Architectures VIII
- 1oo2 D-
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Source: 
Goble, Safety instrumented 
systems verification: 
practical probabilistic 
calculation



Architectures
- 1oo2 Safety PLC Example -

A. Walsch, IN2244 WS2013/14 37

Source: 
Introduction to Functional 
Safety, Rockwell Collins

Safety PLC

Output Module

Input Module
Duality

Diagnostics

Diversity



Systematic Failures
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 Architecture: common cause failures, dependency failures

 Freedom from interference

 Look at common cause failures in previous Markov diagrams

 Software: SIL for software renamed to systematic capability (SC) in 
IEC61508 Edition 2.0 

 SC N supports a safety function of SIL N



Backup
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From Reliability to Safety
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 Reliability has been defined as the probability of a system function 
survival.
“deliver a specified functionality under specified condition for a 
specified period of time”

 Requirements analysis gave us a list of functions, their failure 
modes and an RPN so we could identify the most risky functions in 
terms of failure (FMEA)

 Once critical failure modes had been identified an FTA could be 
used to look into root causes and/or combination of causes

 We looked into architectures which can make functions more 
reliable. We also introduced metrics (MTBF, failure rate) a 
proposed architecture can meet



Safety Standards
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Safety Function and Safety Integrity Level (SIL)
from IEC61508

42A. Walsch, IN2244 WS2013/14

Safety Function
function to be implemented by an electrical/electronic/programmable 
electronic safety-related system, other technology safety-related 
system or external risk reduction facilities, which is intended to 
achieve or maintain a safe state for the equipment under control 
(EUC), in respect of a specific hazardous event (from IEC61508)

Safety Integrity 
probability of a safety-related system satisfactorily performing the 
required safety functions under all the stated conditions within a 
stated period of time (from IEC61508)

 The higher the level of safety integrity of the safety-related systems, the 
lower the probability that the safety-related systems will fail to carry out the 
required safety functions.

 There are four levels of safety integrity in IEC61508.



Safety Assessment
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 Establish a risk target (the actual system function as designed will 
be compared to the risk target at a later design step):

 Formal hazard identification and analysis (FMEA, FTA) of not-protected 
system (np)

 Set a maximum tolerable risk (society, etc.)

 Carry out a quantified risk assessment on np system

 Compare np system risk to maximum tolerable risk

 What risk reduction is needed?

 Identify the safety function (the function will cause the hazard on 
failure) and its quality

 Identification function (safety function) from FTA and FMEA

 Identification of safety function integrity (failure probability) from risk 
reduction

 Identification of safety function response time requirement
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